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BTL - Programmable RGB 50 mm Tower Light 

Technical specifications

Description

BTL Tower Lights are rugged, cost-effective and easy-to-install. These devices are compact, with integrated 
electronics (no external driver required) and can be commanded with either common positive or common 
negative signals.

LED illuminated segments provide easy-to-see operator guidance and indication of equipment status.

The main feature of this product is the possibility to be fully programmed thanks to a dedicated configurator 
(supplied separately). The user can freely set:

- the color of each segment, also setting customized sequencies with several colors with adjustable durations

- the type of acoustic signal (in the versions with alarm)

- effects like LED color rotation, stroboscopic mode, combination of more than
one color in the same segment, heartbeat mode and much more.

All BTL tower lights are supplied assembled, ready for installation.

Working

Each input commands the LED light (with a specific intensity, stready or flashing color) and the acoustic alarm 
(constant/pulsed) depending on the code ordered. Each code has a different program.

The four inputs A, B, C, D have different priority. A has the lowest priority, D the highest.

A high priority input wins over the others with lower priority (that are ignored even if active).

A customized configuration can be requested.

Supply voltage from 10 to 30Vdc

Supply current 

Response time ON/OFF indicator: 250 ms max

Oscillation frequency 2,1 kHz ± 250 Hz

Maximum intensity 99 dB @ 1 m

Ambiental protection degree IEC IP67

Connections integrated M12 Euro stype quick disconnect  5 pins

Working temperature Without acoustic alarm: from -40 to +50 °C -With acoustic alarm: from -20 to +50 °C

Certifications

LED: 220/150/75/60 mA @ 10/12/24/30 V - Acoustic alarm: max 45 mA

(only acoustic alarm version)
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Dimensions

Connections

nut included)

one light
element

two light 
elements

one light element
with acoustic alarm

M12 male connector (seen from contact side)

pin 1 = input B

pin 2 = input C

pin 3 = common (positive or negative)

pin 4 = input A

pin 5 = input D

The four digital inputs A, B, C and D are in ascending priority order (A low priority  D high priority).
When a command is active the lower priority inputs are ineffective. 

÷

Ordering codes

P BTL x y nnnn
                          nnnn: special configuration (assigned based on the request received)
                          y:  N=only LED light / S=with acoustic alarm
                          x:  number of LED lights (1 or 2)

Some examples:
PBTL1S0001: single LED, with acoustic alarm, A=flashing yellow, B=not used, C=not used, D=flashing yellow and alarm
PBTL1S0002: single LED, with acoustic alarm, A=steady green, B=flashing yellow and alarm, C=steady red, D=steady red + steady alarm
PBTL1S0003: single LED, with acoustic alarm, A=steady green, B=flashing yellow and alarm, C=flashing red, D=flashing red + steady alarm
PBTL1N0004: single LED, no acoustic alarm, A=steady green, B=steady yellow, C=steady red, D=flashing red

A3002700020 Stainless bracket with single slot
A3002700021 Stainless bracket with double slot

2F2000150121 PVC black cable L=5m with 5 wires 0.34 mm  and straight M12 female connector

M30x1.5 (mounting 

1/2–14 NPSM
Max torque 2,25 Nm

Internal thread

Accessories (to be ordered apart)

Accessory cable wire's color

brown / orange

white

blue

black / violet

grey

BTL - Programmable RGB 50 mm Tower Light 
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